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Abstract. A generalization of a previous group manifold quantization
formalism is proposed. In the new version the differential structure is circumvented, so that discrete transformations in the group are allowed, and a
nonabelian group replaces the ordinary (central) 1/(1) subgroup of the
Heisenberg-Weyl-like quantum group. As an example of the former we obtain
the wave functions associated with the system of two identical particles, and
the latter modification is used to account for the Virasoro constraints in string
theory.
I. Introduction

The use of group theoretical formulations has increased, since the pioneer work
by Ne'eman and Regge [1], making easier and more natural the incorporation of
infinite dimensional symmetry groups to dynamical systems and generalizing the
basic quantum structures. In general terms the nonlinear sigma model on group
manifolds [2,3] and string theory on group manifolds [4-6] are examples of
modern formulations where the Lie structure of a certain group plays an important
role (see also refs. [7-11] and references therein). It constitutes a step towards the
algebrization of physical theories, an evolution analogous with that previously
suffered by Mathematics itself.
In this paper we present a generalization of a group approach to quantization
[12-14] in which a Lie group G and its canonical structures were the only starting
points (see also ref. [13] and references therein). The structure of the group itself
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was that of a principal bundle with structure group U(ί) (or R for the classical
limit). Although central extensions were mainly employed, some nontrivial bundles
were considered as well [15,10].
The idea of a formulation of dynamics on a group manifold has support in the
strong parallelism between the configuration space of certain physical elementary
systems and the corresponding symmetry groups. To be more precise the
comparison is best established between a generalized configuration space including
the evolution of the wave function (or the Hamilton principal function) and
the group of transformations leaving the Lagrangian strictly invariant. For
concreteness, let us consider the free spinless particle in three dimensions. The
lagrangian (l/2)mx2, defined on M = R3xR3xR, is not strictly invariant under the
action of the Galilei group G. This fact is not due to the structure of the space M
considered but a consequence of the non-trivial cohomology of G with values in
the co-adjoint representation [16]. The symplectic cohomology group Hι(G,$*)
(where $* is the dual to the Lie algebra ^ of G) or equivalently // 2 (G, U(\)) [17]
(see also ref. [12]) is an obstruction to the existence of strictly invariant lagrangians.
The minimal modification to be made in order to break down that obstruction is
either to extend the manifold M by S1 (respectively R) and the group G by 1/(1)
(respectively the additive group R) [14]. The simplest non-trivial Lagrangian which
is strictly invariant under the (7(1) central extension G(m) (respectively R central
extension G (m) ) is that leading to the Schrόdinger (respectively Hamilton-Jacobi)
equation for the free particle.1
The parallel between the extended configuration space M = MxS1 and the
group manifold of G ( m ) is that the former is the manifold of the quotient group
G{m)/SO(3). For the solution manifold we have G{m)/{SO(3) x time translations},
i.e., the quotient of G ( m ) by the subgroup which plays no role in the group extension
process. It is in fact a quantum manifold in the sense of refs. [16] and [27]. Working
on the bigger manifold G ( w ) requires, however, the incorporation of certain
restrictions on the wave function Ψ (Hamilton principal function S in the case of
G ( m ) ) associated with the non-symplectic parameters of SO(3), time translations
and U(ί) (R) subgroups. In particular, the restriction associated with U(\),
denominated [/(l)-equivariant condition, is written as Ψ(ζ*g) = ζ Ψ{g\ ζeU(l),
geG{m) or iζd Ψ/dζ = i Ψ in the infinitesimal form (S(φ*g) = φ + S(g\ φeR, geG{m)
or dS/δφ = 1). The remainder appears as a part of a generalized polarization [12,14]
(see refs. [16] and [27] for the standard definition of polarization).
The above features corresponding to the free particle can be extended to
numerous finite-dimensional systems [14] as well as infinite-dimensional ones as
a result of a perturbative method of computing group laws [10] which, in principle,

1
It must be remembered that the non-extended Galilei group G does not leave invariant the
wave function of the free particle. Under a boost parametrized by V, Ψ(ι, ή behaves as Ψ'{£, t') =
exp(im/h){l/2V2t + VRr] ψ(r, ή = exp(im/h)ξ(g;r, ή, where m is the mass. The cocycles of H2(G, U(l))
have the form ξ(g g'), now g,gΈG, except for an arbitrary coboundary, i.e., ζco\Xgι,g2) Ξ ^iOi^Qi) ~
^(Qi) — Ά(QΊ)I where η is a real function on G. For the Hamiltonian principal "wave" function we have
equivalent expressions: S'(r^,t') = mξ(g;ι,ή + S{r,t). Nevertheless the h constant can now be discarded
as the function S already incorporates the dimension of an action
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enable us to apply the quantization formalism to any Lie group G. Thus, a vast
number of dynamical systems could arise as associated with classified groups. In
each case the quantization procedure seems to be quite clear although calculations
are definitely non-trivial.
The generalization that we propose here is twofold. On the one hand we want
the formalism to incorporate discrete transformations on the same footing as
continuous ones. This means that discrete transformations can appear, not only
connecting two separate sectors of the theory as in certain gauge field theories (see
ref. [18] and references therein), but also playing the role of co-ordinate-momentum
pairs as in the case of quantum strings on a torus [19]. On the other hand the
structure group U(l) (or R) of the quantum group G viewed as a principal bundle
must be, in general, replaced by a group T which need not be abelian and which
contains some U(\) (or R) subgroup. Our intention in so doing is, in particular,
to generalize the C/(l)-function condition on the wave functions, iζd Ψ/dζ = ί Ψ, in
order to accommodate non-abelian constraints in a natural and consistent manner,
i.e., compatible with the polarization conditions. Non-abelian constraints have to
be imposed when quantizing nonabelian gauge theories [20] as well as string
theories [21,22] (a partial study of constraints was already made [13] in the
framework of the previous formalism [12]). As a by-product the quantization
1-form [12], which is a connection 1-form on the principal bundle [23] G, acquires
new (vertical) components (those on the structural group T of G) transforming as
ghosts under T. We will not be concerned here with ghost nor any other element
of the BRST formalism [24,25] but we refer to ref. [26], where the transformation
properties of the vertical components of the connection 1-form are analysed.
Another particularity of "non-abelian" quantization is that the h constant is
included in a set of constants characterizing the irreducible representations of T.
h was associated with the U(l) group law, usually joined to the cocycle ξ(g',g) to
compensate its dimensions (see footnote 1).
Two quite different examples have been chosen to illustrate the generalized
quantization formalism. We consider one in which a discrete transformation is an
essential ingredient of the theory and another one where the essential point is the
raising of constraints as a consequence of enlarging the structural group. The first
one is the quantization of two (n in general) free identical particles, the discrete
transformation being that of identifying both. The second one, not so simple, has
the group Virasoro ® {Affine ΩSU(2)} [11] as G and the dynamics is closely
related to that of strings on the SU(2) group.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sect. II we motivate the general
theory with the help of the free particle example and present the essential structure
of the group manifold quantization approach. After commenting on the kind of
modifications required by the presence of discrete transformations in G or
nonabelian ones in the structural group, we generalize in Sect. Ill the previous
formalism following a parallel exposition. Section IV is devoted to the example of
the n identical particles system whose associated quantum group G contains discrete
transformations. Finally, in Sect. V we apply the generalized formalism to a
particular fibration on the group Virasoro (s) {Affine ΩSU(2)} the fibre (structural
group) of which contains the Virasoro subgroup.
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II. Quantization Formalism on a Connected Lie Group:
The Free Galilean Particle
The group approach to (Geometric) Quantization [12-14] generalizes the mathematical structure underlying the symmetry transformations associated with
quantities appearing in the basic Poisson brackets
{mVi9&}

= δ{9 U = l , . . . , n .

(2.1)

These quantities are conjugate co-ordinates and momenta of the symplectic
manifold of solutions of a mechanical problem. The commutation relations (2.1)
are none other than the only nontrivial commutators of the Heisenberg-Weyl
group HW{m), an U(l) central extension of the additive group of the symplectic
vector space of dimension 2n [16]. Its group law is written
Afri = Afi-\-A\

AeR\

V"J=VrJ+V{

VER\

(2.2)

ί" = C'ζexp
where g represents the element (A\ Vj\ ω is the canonical symplectic form of the
symplectic vector space, m is a positive real number, the mass, and h is the Planck
constant introduced to make the exponent dimensionless. The relations (2.1) are
also the commutation relations among (right-) invariant vector fields of HW(m)
once the identifications A ^ - * / ^ = mF f , l/mXfyJ)-*Kj,X*)-+l
have been made.
An irreducible representation of the Poisson algebra [Ph Kj} = δj, {Pi9 Pj} = 0 =
{K\ Kj} which assigns ih to the function 1 (i.e. a quantization) is achieved by letting
XfAι),Xfγj) act, as ordinary derivations, on functions Ψ on HW(m) which are
l/(l)-equivariant (i.e. X^ Ψ=iΨ) and which have null Lie derivative along the
direction of the left-invariant vector field XfAl) which, in the costomary language
of the geometric quantization, generate what is called a polarization [16,27,28].
A more complete example of what later on in this section will be called a
dynamical (or "quantum") group is provided by enlarging the group law (2.2) by
some rotation and evolution parameters. The following group law, which defines
a central extension G ( m ) of the Galilei group G (see references in [12]) constitutes
a simple example:
B" = B' + B9
A" = A' + R'A + V'B,
V" = V' + R'V9
R" = R'R9
ζ" = ζ'ζQxpίm/(2h)[RΎ-A'

- R'A-V' + V'-R'AB].

(2.3)

Here we have made use of one of the possible cocycles or local exponents ξ(g\ g)
of the cohomology group H2(G,U(\)) of the Galilei group G; the classes in
ί/ 2 (G, U(\)) are parametrized by the (positive) real number m. Expression (2.3) will
correspond to the spinless free particle of mass m [12].
The important feature of a group law like (2.3) is its principal bundle structure
with fibre 17(1) and base G (m) /ί/(l) as well as the fact that the fibration is canonical.
The fibration distinguishes one component of the left-invariant one-form ΘL on
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G ( m ) : the vertical component which in local co-ordinates is just the component
QL(ζ) c j u a j t 0 the fundamental vector field iζd/dζ = Ξ. This ordinary (jR-valued)
one-form, which in this case is given by
Θ = (m/2)lV'dA -A-dV~\- (l/2m)V2dB + hdζ/(iζ)9

(2.4)

is a pre-contact one-form on the manifold G ( m ) , since it has a nontrivial
characteristic module CΘ (see ref. [12] and references therein). CΘ is generated by
Xβ and X&, i.e., the left-invariant vector fields in the kernel of the Lie algebra
cocycle. In particular, Xβ has integral curves obeying the classical equations of
motion (Hamilton equations) except for the ζ co-ordinate equation which is
responsible (in non-trivial physical systems) for the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization
rules [14]. The equations themselves require the identification of B,A,mV with
the physical variables ί, x, p respectively.
The quantization is finally realized as in the case of the Heisenberg-Weyl
algebra except that now the polarization is enlarged by the characteristic subalgebra
{X%9X%}. Thus, the full (generalized) polarization is {X%,X%, XLΔ} and the
wave functions are complex functions on G ( m ) such that
Ξ.Ψ = iΨ,

χί.ψ

= 09 XLg.Ψ = 0,

Xϊ.Ψ = O.

(2.5)

In particular, the last equation in (2.5) is nothing other than the Schrόdinger
equation in momentum space
ihdΨ/dt = p2/(2m)Ψ.

(2.6)

The U(l) group law ζ" in (2.3) was expressly written so as to manifest the global
(compact) structure of U(l). Writting ζ locally as ζ = exp iχ/h, where the U(l) local
parameter χ admits dimension of an action, turns (2.3) into the group law for the
central extension of G by the real line R. The last line in (2.3) is rewritten χ" =
χ' + χ' + mξ(g\ g). The quantization form (2.4) is now
Θ = \m\_V-dA -A'dV\-\mVdB

+ dχ

(2.4')

and the equations of motion (the Xβ generator) identify χ with the action of the
system. The "wave" functions are now real K-equivariant functions S on G and
the "wave" equation Xβ.S = 0 turns out to be the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [14].
The example above provides the background for the formalism of quantization
on a connected Lie group [12-15] whose essential ingredients we describe below.
Definition 2.1. (Connected) "Quantum" Group. A (connected) "quantum" group is
a connected Lie group G which in turn is a right-principal bundle having as fibre
an one-dimensional Lie subgroup T (£/(l) or R).
We must remark that the compact structure of T, T = £/(l), will be responsible
for the quantum nature of the associated physical system, while an open fibre,
T = R, will lead to the classical description (Hamilton-Jacobi). The particular case
where G is a central extension by U(l) of a Lie group G corresponds to a quantum
system which admits a classical limit: the central extension of G by the local group
law (the additive group R) of U(l). The classical limit then appears as a local
version (from a local chart) of the quantum structure. As mentioned above the h
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constant is naturally removed from the classical group. On the other hand, a group
G whose group law breaks down when opening U(ί) reproduces the dynamics of
a system without a classical limit.
Let ΘL be the canonical left-invariant one-form on G [23] and θ its vertical
component [14] (see also ref. [10]), dual to the fundamental vector field A ^ e
ΘCL(G)« #, where Θ£L(G) stands for the algebra of left-invariant vector fields on
G {XL{G) generates the finite right action on G on itself). The one-form Θ will play
the role of a connection form on the principal bundle G and its curvature Ω = dΘ
that of a presymplectic form. It can be proved [12] that in the particular case of
a central extension the quotient of (G, Θ) by the characteristic module CΘ =
{Xe%{G)/ixΘ = 0 = ίxdΘ} is a quantum manifold [15].
Definition 2.2. Characteristic Subalgebra and Evolution. The equations of "motion"
are those associated with the left-invariant vector fields which generate the module
Celt may easily be shown that CΘ is generated as a free module by a set of
left-invariant vector fields. These vector fields span an horizontal (with respect to
Θ) subalgebra <& Θ of the Lie algebra # of G. The absolute time evolution is
usually associated with one element in the centre of $ Θ.
Definition 2.3. Full Polarization. A full polarization, @>, is a maximal horizontal
(with respect to Θ) left subalgebra containing the characteristic subalgebra.
When the dimension of G is finite, Definition 2.3 eliminates the ambiguities
of the standard definition of polarization [16,27] in the geometric quantization
approach. For infinite dimensional groups G Definition 2.3 seems to be quite
adequate as it agrees with analogous structures (that of Borel subalgebras) of
infinite-dimensional Lie algebras (see ref. [10] and references therein) which
characterize the representations as well. Also the possibility exists of generalizing
this definition allowing & to contain only a proper subalgebra of c§ Θ. The existence
of such a non-full polarization seems to be related to anomalies.
Definition 2.4. Wave Functions. We define wave functions as (complex) functions on
G which satisfy
a) the condition of being Γ-function from the left,
V#eG,

Ψ(gτ*g) = gτ*Ψ(g)
i.e.

Ψ(ζg) = ζΨ(g) for ζεU(l),

Ψ(g)eC

gτeT,

(2.7)

and S(χ + g) = χ + % ) for χeR,

b) the generalized Planck (or polarization) condition
XL.Ψ

= 0 VXLe0>.

(2.8)

In differential terms, a) reads
X*yψ = iΨ for

T=U(1)

(2.9a)

T = R,

(2.9b)

and
Xfχ).Ψ=\

for

expressions which will decide the quantum or classical character of the physical
operators. The Schrόdinger equation just appears as one particular equation from
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those in (2.8). Condition a) above requires a further comment: only when the group
G is a central extension by U(l) or, rather, when [/(I) is a central subgroup, may
(2.7) be written from the right, i.e. Ψ(g*gτ) = gτ* Ψ(g) = Ψ(g)*gτ, thus reproducing
the ordinary (7(l)-function condition on a right principal bundle. Thus, when U(l)
is not central the parallelism with the geometric quantization approach is in this
respect broken.
Definition 2.5. Dynamical Operators. The dynamical operators are the rightR
invariant vector fields on G, Θ£ (G\ acting on the wave functions as ordinary
derivations.
Note that the action of 2£R(G) is compatible with the polarization conditions
since the right- and left-invariant vector fields commute. The T-function condition,
nevertheless, could restrict the set of true operators to a subalgebra of 3£R(G) in
the case where T is not central (see Sect. Ill where this question is analyzed further).
The formalism now ends with the definition of a hermitian product which
makes the space of wave functions jtf*(G) a prehilbertian space. The definition of
the hermitian product, with respect to which the operators generate (pseudo-)
unitary transformations, requires the use of an invariant measure (unitarity appears
for determinate values of the parameters in the theory, for instance, cohomology
parameters for centrally extended groups). It is obtained from the left-invariant
forms on G [14].

III. Algebraic Quantization on a Group
The use of discrete symmetry transformations inside the quantum group G requires
a generalization of the geometric formalism briefly described in the previous section.
Indeed, in the previous formalism all restrictions on the wave functions, i.e., the
T-function condition and the generalized Planck condition, were imposed through
Lie derivatives defined by infinitesimal generators of the group action. Moreover,
the definition of the polarization 0* itself made use of a differential form, (9,
intimately related to the differential system 3CL(G). Thus, we have to start by
reinterpreting in finite or integral form the T-function condition (it was already
given in finite form [(2.7)] and the generalized Planck condition (Definition 2.4b)).
Specifically, the polarization condition will now read
(3.1)
where G^ will be the subgroup generalizing the transformations generated by the
left-invariant vector field of 2P in the previous formalism. In particular, what was
previously the characteristic module associated with Θ, C Θ , is now replaced
by a subgroup of G algebraically characterized without any reference to a
differential form. We shall label this group G c .
To seek an algebraic characterization of G c we note that CΘ might have been
defined as the maximal horizontal subalgebra. ^ c , such that \βc , ^ L ( G ) ] is
horizontal. In fact, making use of the Maurer-Cartan equations one can write,
on left-invariant vector field (Θ is also left-invariant),
dΘ(X,Y)=-Θ(lX,T\),

(3.2)
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so that one has Θ ( [ X , y ] ) = 0 VXe^ c < 9 , Ye&L{G), because ixdΘ=0 = ixΘ.
Finally, the horizontality condition can also be replaced by an algebraic one given
in group terms rather than using Lie algebra generators. Labelling G c the
characteristic subgroup having ^c as its Lie algebra, the horizontality condition for
[<#Cf ^ L ( G ) ] is replaced by
[GCΘ,G]nΓ=lδ,

(3.3)
1

ί

where [,] now stands for the group commutator ([#', g] = g'gg'~ g~ ). Thus, (3.3)
constitutes the algebraic characterization of G c for the case of a connected Lie
group G.
The same algebraic condition (3.3), but with G c replacing Gc , along with the
algebraic version (3.1) of the polarization condition provides the generalization of
the geometric formalism needed for the incorporation of discrete operations. However another generalization is required if the structural group T is to be larger
than U(\) or R and especially if T is nonabelian and therefore noncentral. T in
(3.3) must be replaced by the one-dimensional (ί/(l) or R) subgroup of T to which
it generalizes. In general T will be, in turn, a principal bundle (perhaps trivial)
having T o = (7(1) or R as the structure group. In this case it is the structure group of
the enlarged group T that must be put in (3.3).
A consequence which follows from the noncentral character of T and from the
fact that wave functions must obey the T-function as well as the Planck conditions
is that the prehilbertian space Jf(G) will not be stable under the whole set of
(finite) left transformations (generated by right-invariant vector fields when G is
a connected Lie group). This will lead us to select a preferred class of left translations
defining "good" operators.
Moreover, it has to be realized that if T is larger than 1/(1) or R a representation
space bigger than C is also needed and that in general more than one representation
of T may be utilized in the T-function condition. In this case non-equivalent
quantizations will correspond to each of the representations of T.
Finally we must point out that a T-function condition by the whole group T
might be in general too strong for some groups G and that some sort of polarization
subgroup Tp of T should be used. This actually happens when an "anomaly" is
present in the Lie algebra of T or, in general, when some of the parameters in T
play the role of co-ordinate-momentum pairs. The group T itself is, in this case,
a quantum group and the maximum set of compatible constraints that can be in
general imposed on any representation is indeed a polarization. As a general rule,
the complete constraint subgroup T can be imposed on the wave function only if
T/To is a subgroup of GύJ. On the other hand, if G^ contains only a polarization
subgroup T'p of T, a polarization subgroup Tp of T, dual to Tp must replace T
when writing down the T-function condition.
After this rather detailed justification of the algebraic quantization structure
we now give a more concise account.
Definition 3.1. "Quantum" Group. A "quantum" group is a (Lie ?) group G which
in turn is a right-principal bundle with structure group T.
We will think of T as containing a one-dimensional subgroup T o (U(l) or R).
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Indeed, T will be a principal bundle having To as the structure group. Of course,
the principal structures we are referring to are defined in algebraic (as opposed to
differential) terms.
Definition 3.2. Characteristic Subgroup and Evolution. A characteristic subgroup
Gc is a maximal subgroup of G such that
[ G c , G ] n T 0 = lG~,

GcnT0

= lδ.

(3.4)

The right translations by elements in Gc are the generalized evolution transformations in terms of which the generalized equations of motion will be given as a part
of the finite polarization conditions that follow. The finite Schrόdinger equation
will be associated with an element in the centre of Gc.
Definition 3.3. Full Polarization. A full polarization G^ is a maximal subgroup of
G such that (see comments after Definition 2.3)
GC^G^
GaJnT0 = lδ.
(3.5)
Let Tp be a polarization subgroup of T, i.e., Tp is defined with respect to T just as
G& was with respect to G. Let us consider the subgroup TB generated by T p u T o
which generalizes the notion of a Borel subgroup [29].
Definition 3.4. Wave Functions. A wave function is a function Ψ on G, taking its
values on a vector space £, such that
a) Ψ is a Tg-function from the left
(3.6)
where D is a representation of TB on E which characterizes the quantization,
b) Ψ satisfies the generalized Planck condition
Ψ(g*GίJ=Ψ{g).

(3.7)

The space of wave functions is labelled J f (G).
In Definition 3.4, D(gTB) generalizes the natural representation of U(l) on the
complex numbers C where Ψ takes its values. Now the wave functions take values
on the carrier space E for the concrete representation D. In turn, this carrier space
could be obtained by using the group quantization formalism again but now with
T as the starting point. In this way the whole procedure remains quite canonical
(an analogous situation appears in induced representation theory when the little
group of an orbit is again a semidirect product of two groups).
Definition 3.5. "Dynamical" and "good" Operators. We shall name "Dynamical"
operators the left translations Lg9geG acting from the left on the arguments of
the functions on G. The subgroup Hr c G of dynamical transformations which
are compatible with (3.6) and (3.7) will be called the subgroup of "good" operators;
G^ is the maximal subgroup which fulfills
Ad(G)[T B ,G x ]<=G # .

(3.8)

We will see in the examples of Sect. IV and V that the set of dynamical operators
also makes physical sense even though it only preserves the space of T0-functions.
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Finally we note that an invariant (from the left) scalar product can be defined
in the form
(3.9)
if the representation D of TB is unitary. Of course, ]Γ μ is a generalized (discreteG

continuous) left-invariant measure on G (see Ref. [11] for the continuous case).
IV. The System of n Identical Particles
One of the most significant modern geometric quantization formalisms is that of
Souriau and Kostant [16,27] (see also Ref. [28]) which predicts the existence of
two inequivalent quantum manifolds on the symplectic manifold M of solutions
associated with a system of n identical particles [16], i.e., of as many inequivalent
quantum manifolds as there are elements in the dual group of the homotopy
group (the permutation group Sn) of the manifold M. Nevertheless, the explicit
construction (which is not given in the original papers) is quite involved. Indeed,
the space of solutions of a system of n identical particles is mathematically realized
by taking the quotient by Sn of the product of n manifolds identical to the manifold of solutions of one particle, and it turns out to be a manifold only for dim
M ^ 2. For dim ^ 3 the additional operation of eliminating the diagonal from
M x M x '•- x M is required, a procedure which leads to rather involved manifolds
for n ^ 4 [30]. For n = 2 and M = Rm with m ^ 3 one finds Rm x pm-1(R) x R.
In our algebraic formalism the quantization of n identical particles moving in
an m-dimensional space can be achieved, without subtracting any submanifold,
for arbitrary n and m. We shall limit the explicit calculations to the case of two
identical particles moving in R3 although the group law for n of them as well as
a few comments on this general case will be given at the end of this section.
For two particles the problem is essentially reduced to that of one (reduced)
particle whose inversion with respect to the origin (centre of mass) is given by the
interchange operation between both particles. Our (non-connected) group law is
then (we put h = 1)
B" = B+B,
A" = A' + R'π'A + V'B,
V" = Vf + R'πΎ,

(4.1)

r

R" = R R,
ζ"=ζ'ζexpίμ{A'-R'πΎ

+ B(V''R'πΎ + 1/2F/2)},

π" = π'π,
where B, A, V, R are similar to the Galilean parameters given in (2.3), μ stands for the
reduced mass and π e Z 2 , i.e., either the identity or the exchange operation.
Although (4.1) corresponds in fact to a central [/(l)-extension &I(μ} of a Galilei
group G/ in which 0(3) replaces SO(3\ the structure we are interested in is that
of a right principal bundle on the Galilei group G with fibre T = 1/(1) x Z 2 . We
shall name this structure G(G, U(l) x Z 2 ).
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A crucial calculation in what follows is the group commutator of two arbitrary
elements. Writing the generic element g as (B, A, V, R; ζ, π) we get
[_g\g\ = (0, (1 - Ad(R')(R)π)(A' - V'ff) + (R'π' - [R, R])(A - VB')
+ Ad(R'){R)πBV' - Rfπ'BΎ9(l

- Ad(R')(R)π)V
'-1g-1)}Λ\

(4.2)

where ξ(g\g) - the G/ cocycle - is l/(ίμ) times the exponent appearing in (4.1). The
rather complicated term ξ(g'g,g'~1g~1) is given by
- [A' + R'π'A + V'B)ΊR'9K](V

+ RπV') + (B' + B)((V' + R'π'V)

• [R'> R~\ (Y + RπV') - 1/2(F + R'π'V)2).

(4.3)

A direct calculation provides Gc and G^:
Gc = {Time trans.} u {SO(3)} u Z 2
G^ = G c u {Space transl.}.
The wave functions are complex functions on G(G, (7(1) x Z 2 ) which satisfy
the (ί/(l) x Z2)-function condition and the generalized Planck condition with
respect to the subgroup G. The T-function condition reads (in this case TB and T
coincide)
Ψ((ζ'9 π > ( 5 , 4 , V, R; ζ, π)) = D(ζ\ π')Ψ(B9 4, V, R; ζ9 n\

(4.4)

where D stands for any one of the possible representations of T on C; they are
parametrized by 2s, neZ +,
D(ζ,π) = π 2 τ \
(4.5)
We shall restrict ourselves—as it was in fact done in the previous formalism—to
the case n=l(n>\
would lead, in general, to vector subspaces of J^(G) for n = 1).
The full polarization condition for an arbitrary element g of GΰJ is written
Ψ(B'9 A', V', R'; (', π') = Ψ{B' + B,A' + π'R'A + V'B,V\ R'R;
2

ζ'expiμ(BV' /2);π'π\

Vg'eG,
1

and choosing for g the particular value B= —B\ A= —π'R''
1
R = R'' , π = π\ one gets
2

Ψ{B9 A, V9 R; C, π) = Ψ(09 0, V91; ζ exp - iμ(BV /2), 1),

x (A' — V'B'\
(4.6)

where the primes have been dropped everywhere. Using simultaneously (4.4), (4.5)
and (4.6) (for the case n = 1) the wave functions become
Ψ{B, A, K R; ζ, π) = ζ exp ( - ίμBV2/2)Φ(V\

(4.7)

where Φ{V) is a function depending only on V and satisfying
φ(V) = π2sΦ(πV).

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) provides the expected characterization of either Bose and Fermi
momentum wave functions depending on whether s is integer or half-integer.
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To find the subgroup whose left-translations leave J^(G) stable we must solve
Eq. (3.8). To do this, we first observe that if "α" is a rotation, time translation or
inversion one has [Γ, α] = lg, and thus Ad(g)[T9 a] = lg. On the other hand,
1
if "α" is a spatial translation (A') or a boost (V ) its commutator with the
inversion is another spatial translation or another boost. Thus, calculating
f
f
Ad(g)(A ) and Ad(g)(V )Vg9 we get
f

Ad(g)(A ) = (0,πRA\ 0, /;exp iμ{πA'RV)9 ί)φG9
Ad{g)(V) = (0,0, πRV\ L exp iμ{ARπV' - BV'2β\

l)φGOJ.

Accordingly G^ = {Z 2 }u{SO(3)}u{Time transl.}. The corresponding (good)
operators, i.e., the right generators (up to a constant factor i and putting h = 1)
of the continuous transformations on G^ and the discrete nontrivial operator of
Z 2 , have the following action (ε is the SO(3) parameter)
*y Φ(V) = - iV Λ d/dVΦ(V)9
(V) = (-l)2sΦ(V).

(4.9)

We end this section with the generalization of the group law (4.1) to the case
of n identical particles. Disregarding rotations the group law can be written as
follows:
B" = B' + B9

π" = π'π,

(4.10)

where π now runs over the permutation group Sn. The entire formalism can be
followed step by step with the natural generalization of the one-dimensional
representations (4.5) which must now be rewritten
D(C,π) = sign(π) 2 T\

(4.11)

Nevertheless, the group Sn is now non-abelian and therefore additional irreducible
representations of dimension greater than one can be considered as well. The
corresponding wave functions will have the symmetry of some Young tableau.
The analysis of these new quantizations and their connection with parastatistics
[31] deserves a separate study.

V. The Principal Bundle Virasoro ® {Affine ΩSU{2)}

-*ΩSU{2)

We now consider a typical case of nonabelian constraints: the Virasoro constraints
Ln^oΨ— ^ ^ a t the wave functions of strings (on a group manifold) must obey
[21,22]. These constraints will appear as T^-function conditions from a concrete
principal bundle group whose fibre contains the whole Virasoro group. As no
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discrete transformation is considered we may think of invariant vector fields, Lie
algebra structure etc. Thus, for instance, Lie commutators of the (say) rightinvariant vector fields of the semidirect product of the t/(l)-extended Virasoro
group and the Affme 5(7(2) loop group [11] are
tf*q9 X%~] = - 2iXfq +p - 2(aq +

[ 1 * , 1 * ] = - ix?q+p9
IX*, Xf]

iN/2)δ9t.pX*9

\x*q9 x$pl = &**+,,

=(n-

[Xl X*J = - mXfn+rn, IX*,
IX*, Xf]

= - mXl+m - mN/2δn,_mX«,

IXf, any other] = 0

(5.1)

where zm, z*, θp9 m,n,peZ, parametrize ΩSU(2) (z0,zg, θ0 parametrize SU(2)9
θ0 the Cartan subgroup), lm, meZ parametrize the Virasoro group, and ζ = exp iφ
the central (7(1) subgroup. The algebra (5.1) was already considered in ref. [11]
where all possible quantizations associated with the 17(1) central extension structure
of the group Virasoro ® {Affme ΩSU(2)} were classified. These quantizations
correspond, in particular, to those which could be obtained by using the standard geometric quantization methods on co-adjoint orbits [32]. Note that the fibration we now
are interested in, i.e., Virasoro ® {Affme ΩSU(2)} -+ΩS(7(2) is different and has,
in turn, the non-abelian (7(1)-centrally'-extended Virasoro group as the structure
group.
To illustrate how the Lie algebra (5.1) in fact corresponds to a Lie group which
in turn is a principal bundle having the Virasoro group within its fibre, let us write
down the explicit group law from which the algebra (5.1) can be derived. Up to
fourth order the group law is as follows:
z"n =z'n + zn- iz'n_mθm + (n - m)l'mzn_m - z'n_m_vzmz%
- l/2z'n_m_pθmθp

- z'n_m_pz%zp

- i(m -

-

p)Γpz n-Jm-p

+ l/2(n-mι)(n-m1-m2)l'ml'm2zn-mί-.m2+

9

z*" = z*' + z* + iz%LJm + (n- m)l'mz*-m - z$'_m_pzlzp
- l/2zϊ'_m_pθmθp

- z*'_m_pz'mz*p

+ l/2(n - mjin -m1-

+ ί(m -

f

m2)ΓmJ m2z^_mι_m2

θ>> = θ'n + θn + (n- m)l'mθn-m + i{z'n-mzl + i(m - p)lp(z'n-mz*-.p
+ l/2(n - mx)(n -m1-

- z*Lmzm.p)

-

z'n_m_pzlz*p

p)l'pZ*Lmθm-p
+ •••,
z*nLmzm)

+ (z;_m_pz* +

m2)ΓmιΓm2θn^mi_m2

aξa + NξN + cξc

z'*_m_pzmzp

f

+ •••,

z*Lm-pZm)θp
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ξ« ΞE l/2ln(2z*'z_n + 2z'nztn + θ'nθ_n) + iim - z*'zmθ_H_J

n)(z'nz*θ^m

+ i{θ'nz'mz*n.m - θ'nz*'z_n_m)

l/2[π 3 /_ π ζ + l/2lnm(n + m)2\_n_m\nlm

ξc=-

- l/2!(w + m ) V + m2 + nm)ΓJmLn_m + . . . ] ,
ίc. = 1/2(ZS — /J, — / 0 ).

(5.2)

It is clear from (5.2) that the Virasoro group only acts from the left (we write a generic
group law as g" = g'*g) on ΩSU(2); the non-primed /„ parameters only appear in the
fibre (iJJ, φ") group law.
Following our general prescriptions for obtaining quantum wave functions we
start with functions on G = Virasoro ® {Affine 5(7(2)} restricted by one set of
full polarization conditions. For instance, let us choose the full polarization which
generalizes that used in ref. [11] to calculate the standard representations of Affine

ΩSU(2\ i.e.
^Standard —.

The generalized Planck conditions ^ t a n d a r d ψ = 0 must be imposed in addition
to the Tg-function conditions. Here T is the [/(l)-extended Virasoro subgroup and
TB can be chosen as generated by
<Zζ, Zlm>o)

cz Lie algebra of T.

(5.4)

With the representation D of TB characterized by
dD(Zζ) = i, dD{ZJ = aδmt09

(5.5)

the Tβ-function conditions read
χ*.ψ = iψ,
X*^.Ψ

= aδm,0Ψ.

(5.6a)
(5.6b)

Note that taking the dual polarization (Zlm<0) leads to a trivial result.
To prove finally that (5.6b) are in fact the ordinary constraints imposed in
string theory let us restrict ourselves to the subgroup {/0} © {Affine ΩSU(2)}
whose wave functions are known [11]. In this case (5.3) reduces to
<fto>*U<*4<o>*io>

(5-7)

and (5.6) to
Xf.ψ

= iΨ,

(5.8a)

XlΨ

= aδmt0Ψ.

(5.8b)

(5.8a) is nothing other than our ordinary C7(l)-function condition and Xf0 is just
the Sugawara construction of the L o operator. An explicit calculation of the wave
functions on the whole Virasoro (s) {Affine ΩSU(2)} will be presented elsewhere.
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We will see how the Virasoro group can be realized with or without anomaly
(c = 0 = c') although in the latter case on wave functions depending on the Virasoro
group parameters ln as additional variables playing the role of bosonic ghosts.
As a last comment we want to point out the meaning of the subgroup G^ of
"good operators" in the present example. Although the actual solution of (3.8) is
nothing other than the SU(2) subgroup, a solution of (3.8) (or rather its infinitesimal
counterpart) inside the enveloping algebra of G would contain the DDF operators
[33]. An alternative possibility of incorporating the DDF set into the scheme
might be found in the theory of hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras [34]. A formal
hyperbolic Kac-Moody group should provide a subgroup Gr containing the
DDF algebra.
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